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Domain Names: How to Choose and Protect a Great Name for Your Website (Quick & Legal)Nolo, 2000
With clever (and even not-so-clever) names for websites disappearing faster than you can say "Internet Start-Up," e-entrepreneurs need to know that their choice won't be whisked out from under their ISPs.
This book explains in plain English how to choose, register and protect a domain name that works. Written both for those...
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Extending MFC Applications with the .NET FrameworkAddison Wesley, 2003
Extending MFC Applications with the .NET Framework is the first book to show MFC developers how to boost productivity by  incorporating .NET functionality into existing MFC applications. Tom Archer clearly illustrates how using the .NET Base Class Library (BCL)—to complement or replace MFC classes when there is a...
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php|architect's Guide to Programming with Zend FrameworkMarco Tabini, 2008
Learn to master the secrets of the Zend Framework with this new book from php|architect's popular Nanobook series! Written by Zend DevZone editor and well-known PHP expert Cal Evans, php|architect's Guide to Programming with Zend Framework helps you understand the Zend Framework through a detailed roadmap into its features and functionality....
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Ruling the Root: Internet Governance and the Taming of CyberspaceMIT Press, 2004
In Ruling the Root, Milton Mueller uses the theoretical framework of institutional economics to analyze the global policy and governance problems created by the assignment of Internet domain names and addresses. “The root” is the top of the domain name hierarchy and the Internet address space. It is the only point of...
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A Book on C: Programming in C (4th Edition)Addison Wesley, 1998
 Beginners and professional programmers alike will benefit from the numerous examples and extensive exercises developed to guide readers through each concept.  Step-by-step dissections of program code illuminate the correct usage and syntax of C language constructs and reveal the underlying logic of their application. The clarity of exposition...
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Microsoft Visual C# .NET 2003 Kick StartSams Publishing, 2003
Welcome to C#, today's premiere programming language for the .NET platform, and the most exciting one. We're going to push the C# envelope in this book, working from the ground floor up through the advanced levels. This book has been designed to open up C# and make it more accessible than any other book can.

...
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MATLAB(R) for Photomechanics- A PrimerElsevier Limited, 2002
The term "photomechanics" describes a suite of experimental techniques which use optics (photo) for studying problems in mechanics.  The field has been in existence for some time, but has always lagged behind other experimental and numerical techniques.  The main reason for this is that the interpretation of data, which whilst providing...
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Frommer's England 2011: with Wales (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	Completely updated every year (unlike most of the competition), Frommer's England 2011 features gorgeous color  maps, a detachable foldout map of London, and details on all of the country's top cities, villages, gardens, countryside destinations, and more.


	Frommer's England 2011 details the best...
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Frommer's England 2010 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2009
Completely updated every year (unlike most of the competition), Frommer's England 2010 features gorgeous color photos and maps, a detachable foldout map of London, and details on all of the country's top cities, villages, gardens, countryside destinations, and more.

Frommer's England 2009 details the best overall travel...
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Supply Chains: A Manager's GuideAddison Wesley, 2003

	“An excellent summary of the state of supply chain management going into the twenty-first century. Explains the essential concepts clearly and offers practical, down-to-earth advice for making supply chains more efficient and adaptive. Truly a survival guide for executives as they struggle to cope with the increasing competition between...
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Frommer's England 2009 (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2008
America’s #1 bestselling travel series
    Written by more than 175 outspoken travelers around the globe, Frommer’s Complete Guides help travelers experience places the way locals do.    

    • More annually updated guides than any other series    

    • 16-page color section and foldout...
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Windows XP for Starters: Exactly What You Need to Get Started (Missing Manual)Pogue Press, 2005
Windows XP powers millions of PCs and is without a doubt the most widely used operating system in the world today. This rock solid operating system offers dozens of features for consumers, plus powerful applications and integrated networking tools all blended into an elegant interface. But working your way through all of these...
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